Turkey Craft Directions:

Supplies Provided:
3 Pieces of White Construction Paper
Dark & Light Brown Construction Paper
Orange Construction Paper
Red Construction Paper
Red, Orange & Yellow Paint & Sponges
Pair of Googly Eyes
Colorful Feathers
Pair of Clothespin
Tacky Glue
Scissor
Glue Sticks

Directions:

1. Take the three pieces of white construction paper and trace your child’s hand three times. Then cut out their hands. Your child will then use the different sponges to paint each of their hands. One red, one orange & one yellow. Let them dry!
2. Next your child will cut out the both brown circles. Use a glue stick and glue the light brown circle on the dark brown circle for the body of the turkey.
3. Glue the googly eye on the turkey’s face.
4. Next have your child fold the orange construction paper in half and draw a triangle on the fold. Then cut it out for the beak. Then take the red construction paper, draw the turkey’s
waddle and have your child cut it out. Glue down the waddle and then the beak.
5. Have your child glue down the feathers using the tacky glue on the back of the top of the turkey’s body. Then they will glue their hands behind the feathers. Let it dry!
6. Lastly take the clothespins and put them on the bottom of the turkey as their feet. Now use this as a centerpiece at your table for Thanksgiving!